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Abstract—The key question we address is whether interactivity in a virtual environment (VE) impacts conceptual learning. We developed a Virtual Reality (VR) application to simulate a playground, in which children had to engage in tasks that required solving arithmetical fractions problems. Fifty (50) children were tested in an empirical study with different conditions that varied the levels of interactivity and immersion, from a fully interactive to a non-immersive and non-interactive activity with LEGOIs. A methodological framework, where quantitative and qualitative analyses complement each other, was developed to analyze children’s activity. Our findings from the quantitative analysis showed that participants in the VEs seemed to have a greater overall gain than those that did not perform the activity in VR but did not clarify whether interactivity in the VE was the defining factor in this gain. The qualitative analysis indicated that it was the “passive” VR condition which provided evidence of sustained conceptual change. With countless educational VR applications becoming available nowadays to the public due to VR’s recent resurgence in prominence through inexpensive headsets, the study of the effect of VR attributes, such as interactivity, is timely.
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1 INTRODUCTION

INTERACTIVITY has played a core role throughout the evolution of educational technology, itself evolving from the initial clicking on a button to advance through a set sequence required by programmed instruction, to permitting users to create the educational content themselves. Our research is based on the notion that interaction within an immersive Virtual Reality (VR) environment, in which children can reach out and transform objects in a surrounding 3D world, can enhance learning of abstract concepts such as the understanding of arithmetical fractions. VR in education has been used before for subjects that naturally lend themselves to visual display [20]. However, in our case the idea is to apply VR to more abstract problems, such as the learning of mathematics at early school age (8-12 years). Interaction within a virtual environment (VE) is qualitatively different from interaction in a desktop system. In the former there is the capability for the mobilization of the participant’s whole body in the task, e.g. reaching out and touching something, in order to grab and move it. This is completely different from the use of, say, a mouse to ‘touch’ an object on a 2D display. The question we asked is whether such interactivity can make a difference in the learning process. The answer is probably ‘yes’ for tasks that naturally lend themselves to this representation – such as actual motor tasks or the learning of a manual skill. However, would the same apply to more abstract learning? Is the almost physical manipulation of objects that VR makes possible helpful in the problem of learning?

Our work has, thus, focused on investigating interactivity in immersive virtual learning environments and its effect on conceptual learning, through the design of a set of environments and experiments to evaluate children’s behavior in VR [29]. Empirical studies were carried out with a total of 60 primary school students (ages 8-12), in a number of different experiments: an exploratory study was carried out with 10 children to test the methodology and prepare for the main study [30]; the main study, a large scale experiment described and discussed in this paper, was conducted with 50 children who played with different virtual and physical environments that simulated a playground, which focused on a presentation of problems in mathematical fractions. Three conditions - an interactive VR, a “passive” (or guided) VR, and a non-VR condition using LEGO bricks - each with different levels of interactivity, were designed to evaluate how children accomplish the various conceptual tasks. Pre-tests, post-tests, interviews, video, and computer logs were collected for each participant, and analyzed both quantitatively and qualitatively. Children’s responses to the test questions were analyzed quantitatively using logistic regression. Qualitatively, the descriptive framework of Activity Theory (AT) was used to analyze user behavior in the immersive VEs and to identify conceptual contradictions, i.e. the occurrence of critical incidents, focus shifts or breaks in the elements of the learner’s activity that led to indications of the learner’s construction of meaning [21].

Next, we describe how we address the gap identified in related research, followed by a presentation of the main empirical study carried out, and the analyses of the resulting data. Finally, we discuss our experimental findings and directions for future work.
2 BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK

The digital revolution is witnessing an increasing number of projects, products, and technology-enhanced play environments that are directed to young students, across a wide spectrum of applications, from microworlds to immersive virtual worlds. Interactivity has been, in different ways, the driving force behind these efforts. We consider interactive learning environments from a number of different contexts (informal education, research, etc.), focusing on learning environments that use VR as their main display medium.

The informal education context, for instance, has seen a few such projects, most of which have been developed with a focus on “edutainment” (e.g. [25], etc.). Interactivity plays a key role in these types of digital environments where the learning goal is more free-form and exploratory, enabling the occurrence of “unexpected events, novel reactions, novel activities, and novel combinations of activities or events, which in turn facilitate children to question them and to reflect on their experiences” [27]. However, in most immersive VR environments for children a non-critical position toward interactivity is assumed as the emphasis is on the immersive and representational aspects of the simulations rather than the interaction methods and modalities. Thus, the dominant model of interaction in VEs targeted for public presentation has been the exploration of virtual space through navigation. The difficulty, on both a technical and a conceptual design level, of incorporating other forms of interaction has prevented designers of education spaces from exploring more exciting and innovative models of communication with the virtual world. Interactivity is largely restricted and difficult to apply in a public space, especially when the practical difficulties of visitor throughput and other complications must be overcome or when more than one user must share the same screen [26]. Additionally, very few of these projects have carried out any research on their actual impact, and where such studies exist, these are mostly focused on technical descriptions of the systems and usability rather than on studying any effects of the environments on learning.

In the research domain, a core of high quality research work and theoretical frameworks emerged in the nineties, making the VR medium a legitimate arena in which to develop and test applications for educational purposes [10], [36], [20], [28]. More recently, interactivity has been explored in the context of tangible, embodied and Augmented Reality environments [14]. Nevertheless, despite the drive to empirically prove the value of VR for education, both quantitative and qualitative studies performed for most of the developed projects have not been able to report much with respect to children’s conceptual learning in the VEs, although some reported achievement of the learning goals they had initially set out to achieve. Again, the effect of interactivity has been debated [15], as has its benefit to learning [23].

The connection that binds interactivity and learning seems to be strong and there are reasons to believe that interactivity may be a defining component in the successful outcome of a virtual learning environment. Nevertheless, the lack of studies that explore the role of interactivity in VR-based learning leaves a gap in the development of research that calls for further examination. The research questions that have emerged ask if and how interactivity in a VE can influence learning. Next, the main study conducted to answer these questions is presented.

3 MAIN EXPERIMENT ON LEARNING FRACTIONS

A study was carried out with 50 primary school students (ages 8-12), in a between-groups experiment with three conditions. The experiment was conducted with two different environments designed to simulate a playground: an immersive VE entitled the ‘Virtual Playground’ (VP) and a physical model constructed with LEGO bricks.

In both cases, participants were asked to complete a set of tasks designed to address arithmetical ‘fractions’ problems, i.e. tasks with which young students tend to have deep conceptual difficulties [7]. The three conditions, two based on the Virtual Playground and one with the LEGO, were designed with varied levels of interaction and form of activity. The first experimental condition in the Virtual Playground was an interactive VR condition (IVR) where children had full control over the virtual playground in a CAVE-like installation, wearing a head tracker and using a 3D wireless mouse to perform the tasks (Fig. 1). The other Virtual Playground condition was a ‘passive’ VR condition (PVR) where children, again in the same CAVE, observed a robot (named ‘Spike’) playing out the tasks in a pre-recorded sequence of actions. Finally, the non-VR condition was carried out with children who used the physical model to design a playground with LEGO bricks.

![Fig. 1 A 9 y. old girl using the wand to pick and place blocks in the interactive version of the Virtual Playground (IVR).](image)

3.1 The Virtual Environment and the Design of Interactivity

The Virtual Playground is a highly immersive VE, created for projection-based VR systems and tailored to provide an evaluation tool for young user behaviour in VR. The playground includes various elements such as swings, a slide, a roundabout, etc., which are incorrectly scaled and positioned. It presents an interesting challenge in that it requires the participant’s physical and mental intervention in order for the elements in the environment to be correctly scaled and positioned. The participant’s task is to change...
the size of the area that each object occupies in the playground according to rules that are provided during the experience (e.g. “The slide is smaller than it should be; its area must be increased by 1/5 of the area it covers now” is spoken out by a bird character floating above the slide area). These rules require the participant to make fractions calculations; however the task is presented in the form of a game, with a narrative structure including engaging visuals and characters (Fig. 2), in an attempt to disguise the maths and any potentially instructional format.

Fig. 2 An owl introduces the story and overall goal to the participant (left); A virtual “talking bird” floats over each area of the playground that needs to be changed, speaking out the rule for that area (right).

In order to support this kind of interaction, in addition to the aforementioned rules, constraints and a related system feedback mechanism have been designed into the VP, aiming at establishing reciprocal activity between the participant and the system. System feedback provides constraints on where the blocks can be placed with a purpose to constrain participants’ actions in such a way as to provide conceptual conflicts (or contradictions, to use the Activity Theory terminology described later in the paper), especially for students that have been struggling with the content in the first place. Another goal of the system feedback has been to minimize external (human) instruction or intervention, e.g. feedback by the observer.

System feedback in the VP has been programmed to inform, confirm, or react to incorrect participant activity by prompting for further action. For example, feedback to inform is presented to the child by the virtual owl, while the rule for each area is provided by a same-colored bird, which float over that area and talks to the participant when clicked upon. Confirmation feedback is provided through sound effects that confirm each action and through verbal statements such as “This is too close to the fence”. The system provides reactive feedback concerning placement of the blocks onto the playground tiles, since not all tiles of the playground are available for placing blocks on. For example, if the tile where a block is to be placed is adjacent to the playground fence or a bench, or is any one of the other “forbidden” tiles (i.e. footpath tile, entrance gate tile, tiles around the pool), then the block cannot be placed and a different kind of system feedback sound for each case will be heard. Additionally, each block, when placed on a tile on the grid, is checked against every adjacent tile on all four sides. If any of the adjacent tiles are of the same type (i.e. of the same color), then the block can be placed. If not, then the system does not allow its placement and responds to the participant with appropriate audio feedback. For usability reasons, each block, when placed on the grid, adjusts and snaps into place to facilitate the child’s physical task and leave room for more concentration on the conceptual task. In most cases, visual and audio cues are given to enhance the constraints and restrictions designed into the environment.

In the case of the passive VR experience, the user is immersed in the VE but does not have the ability to interact with it, i.e., to explore freely via navigation, manipulate objects or receive system feedback through the mechanisms described earlier. Rather, interaction takes place between the system and the virtual robot, which the participant can observe as in passively watching an “immersive video”. For the purposes of this research, the choice of events and activity that were recorded followed a long testing process based on observing typical participant interaction with the interactive version of the Virtual Playground during the pilot study. An expert person’s activity in the VE was then recorded, including all movement, manipulation and visual and audio feedback received by the person from the system at the time of interaction. As a result, the recorded sequence was timed to include use of all the features provided by the interactive VE, the successful completion of all the tasks, and the necessary pauses, within 27 minutes. Finally, in the LEGO condition, the goal of the activity was the same but instructions and rules were written on colored cards while no feedback was given to users. For a detailed description of the VP, see [29] and the website1.

3.2 Procedure

Each session was conducted with one participant at a time and the duration of the session was approximately 2 hours for each child. Each participant in the VR conditions was accompanied to the study location by a parent or guardian, who was asked to complete an informed consent form as part of the ethics committee requirements. The participant was then asked to, first, fill out a questionnaire de-
terminating demographic information and level of prior experience with computers, game playing, and VR, and then a questionnaire with maths questions that were based on the fractions questions found in standardised tests (such as the UK Key Stage 2 SAT maths and science test). The questionnaire sought to reveal students’ current understanding of fractions, and included a total of 11 questions (9 plus 2 questions with 2 parts) which covered different kinds of maths problems. The questions involved general fractions questions, fraction comparisons, and questions about fractions represented in a variety of ways. The latter set of questions was included to test the participants’ ability to translate between different representations of fractions.

Once these were completed, the participant took part in one of the experimental conditions (a between-groups design). Participant’s pre-test scores (but also the collection of information about each student’s performance from the teacher or parents) were used to derive aptitude data (previous knowledge of fractions) and thus classify them in aptitude groups: low aptitude (from 0 to 6 correct responses), medium (from 7 to 9 correct responses) or high (10 or 11 correct responses). This information was then used to distribute the children to the experimental condition accordingly, so as to ensure that the aptitude distribution of participants across conditions was balanced. The rationale behind the even distribution of participants of different levels across conditions was to avoid assigning students of high aptitude into the same group, as well as to avoid a ceiling effect, where advanced participants would find the exercises to be too easy. Aptitude treatment could also facilitate the analysis of questions such as if the VR experience did better when using the VE and vice versa, etc.

For all three experimental conditions, the observer was constantly present, observing, asking questions and encouraging the participant to explain her/his actions while doing (by thinking aloud). The same level of observer “guidance” was given to all, ensured by the fact that the observer was the same person for all 50; this was one of the reasons that the experiments took months to conclude. The difficulty in the role of the observer had been recognized prior to the study. Many researchers [6], [22], [13], [19] have noted that the observer must be as unobtrusive or as uniformly intrusive as possible, while ensuring that the participants are occasionally reminded to think-aloud. There is always the risk of the observer intervening too much to help the participant, possibly altering the result. We carefully chose a variation of the think-aloud technique called ‘Active Intervention’, where the observer prompted the children for explanations of what they were doing and to give a commentary on their interaction. Usability evaluation sessions with children carried out by [16] have shown that most verbal comments were gathered during Active Intervention sessions versus other methods such as the think aloud or co-discovery, and that quiet children are better able to provide verbal comments when a more active way of prompting is applied, for example by asking questions. Hence, for these studies, it was decided that the observer would assume the more active role of a “cultural informant” rather than that of a “detector” who passively records what is “there” [1]. Nevertheless, a limitation of our studies is that no post hoc analysis was performed to assess the human experimenter’s impact on our results.

After the experience, a post-test had to be completed. This was identical to the pre-test in terms of the underlying conceptual requirements, which means that the only differences between pre- and post-test were in the numbers used for the fractions. Finally, each participant was interviewed for a duration of 10 - 15 minutes in a conversational semi-structured format by the observer, who noted the specific actions which the participant had problems with, and directed the participant to reflect on these accordingly.

An effort was made to keep the duration of the pre-test, the actual task, and the post-test under 30 minutes each. For participants in the VR conditions, short breaks were encouraged throughout the experience (at 10 - 15 minute intervals) to prevent any possible effects of simulator sickness and discomfort (however, most participants did not wish to take breaks). Overall, the duration of the experiment for each, including training, pre-test, main task, post-test, and interview did not exceed 2 hours, while the non-VR condition was usually significantly shorter.

3.3 Participants

Data from a total of 50 (N=50) participants was acquired, 17 (8 boys and 9 girls) from the IVR condition, 14 (9 boys and 5 girls) from the PVR condition, and 19 (8 boys and 11 girls) from the LEGO condition. Overall, a balanced distribution of gender was achieved, with a total of 25 male and 25 female participants for all conditions. However, the distribution of male and female participants was not equal within each condition, due to the difficulties encountered in recruiting the sample. The mean age of the participants was 10.4 years. Nevertheless, since age is not always indicative of aptitude, the age range of 8-12 was specified mostly as a starting point and further questions were asked during the recruitment process in order to identify whether each participant fit the specific criteria placed by the study. In other words, it became apparent at the outset that the understanding of fractions varied greatly between participants of the same age, so age could not be the determining factor for finding children that had been taught fractions in school. Finally, it was each student’s ability (as judged from the results of the pre-test and information collected from parents) that became the defining factor of the student’s level of knowledge when coming into the study.

4 ANALYSIS OF MAIN STUDY

The focus of the main study was to capture instances of learning that were triggered by interactive activity in the VE and which appeared to lead to conceptual understanding of fractions. To identify these instances of conceptual learning a number of measures were taken to ensure that the data collected would result in a wealth of information, which could be meaningfully combined and analysed. As [6] argues, the analysis of data is only as good as the way the data was collected. Thus, multiple different methods of
gathering information were designed, ranging from the quantifiable pre- and post-questionnaires and computer log files to the more qualitative direct observations and interviews. The particular idiosyncrasies of working with children were taken into account (such as their varied ability to verbalise and limited attention spans) and, as a result, the most appropriate methods were formulated [22]. The data collected through these methods were analysed quantitatively and qualitatively.

### 4.1 Quantitative Analysis

The quantitative analysis was applied to the data collected through the questionnaires. Two response variables were considered in the analysis; postcorrect, which corresponds to the number of questions correctly answered after the experiment and postattempt, which is the number of questions attempted after the experiment. The independent variable was the condition: Interactive VR (IVR), Passive VR (PVR), or the non-VR condition (LEGO). The explanatory variables were: gender (‘gender’), age of participant (‘age’), year in school (‘yearinschool’), frequency of computer usage (‘computer’), computer game playing (‘gameplay’), and the number of correct responses on the pre-test (‘precorrect’). Since the response variables can be treated as binomially distributed random variables, they were analysed using the logistic regression method, i.e. the number of correct answers (r) out of the number of questions (n) would have a binomial distribution [37].

The variables were constructed from the n=11 questions of the pre-test and post-test. The number of correct responses was counted out of all responses and the response variables were related to linear combinations of the independent and the explanatory variables.

#### Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Condition</th>
<th>Precorrect Mean±StdDev</th>
<th>Postcorrect Mean±StdDev</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>IVR (N=17)</td>
<td>6.6±3.1</td>
<td>7.2±3.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PVR (N=14)</td>
<td>6.4±3.9</td>
<td>7.1±1.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LEGO (N=19)</td>
<td>5.3±2.4</td>
<td>6.5±4.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**4.1.1 Analysis for the ‘postcorrect’ response variable**

The variable postcorrect is the number of questions correctly answered after the experiment. All questions that were not answered (not attempted) were considered incorrect under the assumption that if participants, for whatever reason, did not attempt a question then they were not able to answer it correctly. The means and standard deviations of the postcorrect response variable for each of the three conditions are shown in Table 1. Logistic regression was used to model the relationship between the dichotomous postcorrect response variable and the explanatory variables. The significant variables that were fitted into the overall model, with the change in deviance ($\chi^2$), the degrees of freedom (d.f.), the direction of the association, and the p-value are depicted in Table 2. The table lists only the variables that had a significant impact on postcorrect. The chi-squared ($\chi^2$) values in the table indicate the increase in deviance that would result if the corresponding variable were eliminated. Each calculated $\chi^2$ value is compared with the tabulated $\chi^2$ 5% value, which is 3.84 on 1 d.f. and 5.99 on 2 d.f. If the change in deviance caused by deleting a variable from the fitted model is greater than the tabulated chi squared 5% value then the variable is significant.

#### Table 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>change in deviance ($\chi^2$)</th>
<th>d.f.</th>
<th>association</th>
<th>p-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>precorrect</td>
<td>93.96</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>positive</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>conditionPVR.precorrect</td>
<td>8.02</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>negative</td>
<td>0.0181</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>condition-LEGO.precorrect</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>yearinschool</td>
<td>4.26</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>positive</td>
<td>0.0390</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>overall</td>
<td>70.61</td>
<td>42</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The condition IVR, PVR, or LEGO, did not impact postcorrect. On the other hand, independently, precorrect was the most significant variable associated with postcorrect ($\chi^2=93.96>>3.84$, d.f.=1), as would be expected. However, there was a significant interaction effect between condition and precorrect (conditionPVR.precorrect $\chi^2=8.02>5.99$, d.f.=2). Therefore, given the same starting level (precorrect), there is greater gain amongst participants in the VR conditions (IVR and PVR) than amongst the LEGO participants (Fig.3). It is, however, notable that the latter’s precorrect scores were worse; hence the use of the postcorrect variable is important to remove the effects of difference in aptitude.

![Fig. 3 Linear predictor for postcorrect (vertical axis) against precorrect (horizontal axis) under the 3 experimental conditions.](http://dx.doi.org/10.1109/TETC.2017.2737983)
to be of a good fit at the 5% level of significance, the overall deviance should be less than 58.125 on 42 d.f. Therefore, although the variables making up the model for the postcorrect variable are significant, the fit could be significantly improved by the addition of other variables that were not recorded in this study.

In summary, the model that fit the data for the postcorrect response variable showed the following:

- postcorrect is associated with postcorrect, as would be expected. This is a strong positive association and, by far, the most significant result. This variable is important because it removes the effect of the participants’ aptitude level when they came into the experiment.

- the slope of the regression for postcorrect against precorrect is not different between the IVR and the PVR conditions (conditionPVR.prectest is not significantly different from condition-IVR.prectest). The slope of the line is, however, lower for the LEGO condition (condition-LEGO.precorrect is significantly different from conditionIVR.prectest). The overall increase in deviance for removing the interaction term is significant at about 0.02. That is, the two VR conditions give, on the average, a higher postcorrect score for the same precorrect score compared to the non-VR condition.

- a strong positive association between yearinschool and postcorrect, meaning that the number of years in school is significant and positively associated with the number of postcorrect responses, as would be expected.

The same strategy as above was used to analyse the postattempt response variable, i.e. the number of questions attempted (whether right or wrong), and resulted in the following (which is valid only for the IVR and PVR conditions since the LEGO condition results in 11/11 scores):

- a strong positive association with preattempt
- a positive association with yearinschool
- the slope of the relationship between preattempt and postattempt is lower for the PVR than for the IVR condition. However, this is a ‘weak’ relationship, i.e. significant at 10% but not at 5%.

4.1.2 Other variables

In the logistic regression analysis, gender was one of the variables shown to have no effect on either postcorrect or postcorrect. Participants’ gender was examined due to an expectation, based on public perception, that boys are better in maths and on studies indicating that boys’ early and sustained exposure to video gaming places them at an advantage with respect to competence in technological environments [5]. However, our analysis did not confirm this.

Similarly, frequent computer usage and game playing could be thought of as providing an advantage to those that used the VE but were not found to have an effect on the number of correct or of attempted post-test responses.

We also analysed the computer log file, which recorded, among others, the time it took for each participant in the IVR condition to complete the activity. There was a significant negative correlation between pre-test performance and time taken, with students who did worse taking longer to complete the tasks in the VE. No correlation was found between the time taken to complete the playground in IVR and other variables. The duration of the PVR experience was pre-programmed to 27 minutes.

4.1.2.1 Performance on individual questions.

In addition to comparing overall pre- and post-test scores per condition, it was considered important to examine separately the outcome on two specific questions, Question A5 and Question A2. Question A5, asked on the pre-test and the post-test, dealt with comparison of two fractions. There were two parts to the question: one asked to compare fractions of the same numerator (“Circle the fraction that is larger between 1/3 and 1/4”), and the second asked to compare fractions of a different numerator and denominator (such as 2/3 and 1/4) and circle the one that is smaller. The reason for focusing on this question is the well-known difficulty that children have with comparing fractions, as noted in the literature [3] and confirmed by our previously held exploratory study. Hence, a comparison of pre- and post-tests on this question was used to assess the effect of the study on the student’s ability to compare fractions. The result indicates that the study did not have a significant effect on the ability to compare fractions which would be worth mentioning.

On the pre-test, Question A2 asked to find 1/6 of twelve (“Jack’s father cuts a birthday cake into 12 pieces. He is going to give 1/6 of the cake to Jack and keep the rest for himself. How many pieces of cake will he give to Jack?”). In the playground activity, a similar problem was posed for the monkey bars, which had to be reduced by one sixth of the area of the sandpit, i.e. 1/6 of 12. Another similar task in the playground involved the slide, which required that its area be increased by one fifth of ten. During the activity in the VE or with LEGO, a number of participants seemed to have difficulty in answering this question. The tendency was to use the denominator of the fraction as the result (e.g. answering 6 for 1/6 of 12 or 5 for 1/5 of 10).

A comparison of pre- and post-tests on this question was used to assess the effect of the study on the student’s ability to solve this problem successfully. However, as with the previous question, no significant differences were found that are worth mentioning.

4.1.3 Discussion of quantitative analysis results

The most significant associations found by the quantitative analysis implied that participants in the VEs had a greater overall gain than those that did not perform the activity in VR. Nevertheless, these results were not useful predictors of either performance or -better yet- improvement on post-test scores due to the existence or lack of interactivity. Moreover, they do not reveal details about what the participant has learned and how, and if the various levels of interactivity or types of system feedback given within the IVR condition are contributing. In other words, this analysis was able to provide some evidence with respect to the results on the post-test scores and post-test attempts but not a full response to the basic research question, i.e. whether interactivity in a virtual environment has any effect on children’s ability to learn fractions.

As a result, two possible reasons can be identified; that either interactivity has no role to play in supporting learning or that quantitative analysis, on its own, is unable to...
fully identify this role. Some researchers have recognised that by focusing on quantitative techniques some important parts of a situation can be missed, and that often the best results are achieved through the use of mixed method evaluations where quantitative and qualitative analyses can complement each other [31]. Hence, the qualitative analysis described in the next section was conducted to throw further light on the results of the quantitative analysis and to capture the dynamic nature of the process of interaction in a VE and its effect on learning.

4.2 Qualitative Analysis

The experiments resulted in an enormous pool of data from multiple data sources, mainly video and audio recordings of the participants’ activity during the actual experiences designed for the main study.

Upon close examination of the pre- and post-tests and the observation transcripts, some emerging themes were identified in terms of the learning content, related to the tasks, which proved to be difficult for many of the participants. The problems that more children seemed to have difficulty with were concentrated on issues such as fractions comparison (Question A5) and the tasks that related to Question A2 of the tests. These problems were identified on the basis of the frequency with which they occurred in all three of the conditions of the study (IVR, PVR, and LEGO), they were categorised into themes based on the contradictions or focus shifts that they illustrate, and analysed using an Activity Theory framework.

AT was adopted and adapted as one of many different approaches and theories to describe human interaction with machines (a comprehensive survey can be found in [27]). Bødker [21] introduced AT to the HCI community in an attempt to provide an alternative framework to cognitive science [4]. According to the extended systemic model of AT [12], an activity is composed of a Subject (a person or group engaged in an activity) and an Object-O (for instance, a learning objective held by the subject), mediated by a Tool-T or tools (that could be material as well as mental) as well as Rules-R (that regulate actions and interactions), the Community-C (one or more people who share the objective with the subject), and the Division of Labour-DofL (how tasks are divided between cooperating members of the community as well as the division of power and status), thus forming the complete Activity System. The systemic and dialectic nature of the complex and constantly evolving interrelationships between the above are illustrated by “triangle” diagrams (Fig. 4).

Hence, in AT terminology, each problem or task in the playground activity becomes an Object with an immediate, defined goal (e.g. the Object to solve 1/5 of 10 in order to correct the slide area). All Objects are part of the overall learning goal or Outcome, which is to understand fractions. Understanding fractions is an implicit outcome for the participant; on the other hand, to design a correct playground is the explicit goal. This analysis is interested in examining whether the implicit outcome of understanding fractions takes place and to identify the role of interactivity, as a property of the Tool (VR), in achieving this outcome. For the purpose of this analysis, the tasks have been grouped thematically to form categories of fractions problems where interesting contradictions were observed or where cues/features of the system prompted participants to act or respond in similar ways. It is the working through contradictions or the focus shifts (deliberate changes of focus of activity) [4] that are analysed and that, according to AT, are sources of development [17].

4.2.1 Thematic categories of problems

There are various aspects of this research problem that make AT an appropriate methodology for studying it, including the novelty and context of the tool (a VE), the richness of human activity in relation to it, and the dynamic nature of the goal of the activity (to achieve conceptual change). AT allows explaining learning in terms of a system (e.g. individuals with tools in a social context) and hence was considered more relevant to this research than other possible theoretical approaches. AT is also an approach designed to analyze purposeful action, one that places tools and purposes explicitly in the frame of analysis, and which allows a “critical incident analysis” approach to work easily. Identifying contradictions has been central to the analysis of user interaction for this research.

All 31 interactive and passive VR experiences and interviews, recorded on 50 hours of video, were transcribed following a two-stage analysis process: firstly, all the transcripts were annotated to highlight occurrences of critical incidents, breakdowns or contradictions; then, thematic categories were formed based on key incidents, i.e., problems with the largest number of breakdowns / contradictions. The following thematic categories were formed: incidents caused by technical/usability problems (approx. 5 incidents), incidents caused by observer intervention (approx. 9 incidents), incidents caused by the problem of ordering fractions (approx. 24 incidents), and incidents caused by the problem of confusing the denominator with the result (approx. 14 incidents). Excerpts were then extracted for more detailed consideration.

The examples presented in each of the thematic categories below are extracted from the IVR and PVR conditions on the basis of their being representative of the themes they illustrate. They were also selected because they correspond to participants that were more able to verbalise the reasons of their actions. Despite the fact that contradictions occurred on the same themes and learning problems in the non-VR condition, the activity with the LEGO bricks did not provide opportunities for resolution. In other words, system feedback in the form of constraints and guided discovery was not available to the participants, who had no way of knowing whether their solution for each task was right or wrong. Therefore, the participants’ objective of designing a correct playground with LEGO was not reached, since all but one participant (the one being the only child who performed well on the pre- and post-tests) did not complete a correct playground in its entirety.

4.2.1.1 The problem of ordering fractions

Ordering fractions was difficult for many of the participants in the study, as expected. Both the extensive reference to this problem in the literature and the observations from the pilot study...
had pointed to the fact that students tend to apply whole number strategies when comparing fractions. Furthermore, researchers [7] have found that this problem is amplified when the ordering task is embedded in a verbal problem-solving situation, as with the way the tasks were communicated to the participants in this study.

Hence, it is not surprising that most examples of conceptual conflict occurred with the swings task, which involved increasing the 3 x 4 area of the swings by comparing two fractions (the fractions 1/3 and 1/4) and choosing the number that represents the larger amount. Two examples from the transcripts were chosen to illustrate this theme, one from the IVR condition and one from the PVR condition. Each example illustrates a different kind of breakdown within the activity system.

**Example 1 - Jenny (IVR)**

Jenny is a 9 year-old girl participating in the interactive VR condition (Fig. 1). Her ultimate goal was, as for all children in the study, to correct the playground. Her immediate goal, or action, in this example was to correct the area of the swings. The tools available for her to perform her action were all the possibilities provided by the interactive VE at the operation level (e.g., navigate freely in the VE with a joystick, pick and place blocks with the use of a button, switch between construction modes with a button, switch between ground level and top-down views, etc.). When required to choose between a third and a fourth of twelve, she incorrectly chose one fourth as the fraction that results in the larger number. She picked three blocks from the central “blocks pool” and attempted to fit these three blocks in the correct place so as to complete the task. Jenny tried out various solutions before realising, through an approach of reflection that was guided by her recalling previous experience of system feedback that she should have chosen one third instead of one fourth.

Jenny could make the calculation (i.e. she knew that a third of twelve gives four) but she was not able to respond to the ordering problem, so part of her rule set was correct but not all of it. System feedback led her to reach her goal by incorporating new rules to her existing set of rules, in other words, by integrating new pieces of knowledge to her existing model. Consequently, her response to Question A5a on her post-test (which was the exact same exercise of comparing one third and one fourth) was now correct. However, her response to Question A5b (comparison of two fractions with different numerators) remained incorrect. This indicates that despite her ability to complete the task in the virtual environment by ordering fractions of the same numerator, she was not able to transfer and generalise this rule to a similar problem on the post-test but with fractions with different numerators. She was able to resolve the contradiction but only partially. Therefore, it is not certain that the outcome of this process was achieved on a conceptual level, i.e. that deep understanding of concepts of order in fractions was gained.

**Example 2 – Lisa (PVR)**

The effect of system feedback on children’s responses was observed in the passive VR condition as well, even though in the PVR case the children did not have a chance to respond kinaesthetically to such feedback and to try things out. They did, however, respond verbally, by predicting how many blocks the robot would be placing, thus “guiding” the robot in placing the blocks, and explaining the robot’s actions and operations to the observer after the task. Lisa’s response in the case of the swings was similar to Jenny’s with the only difference that Jenny could act out her actions. In Lisa’s case, the operations were performed by the robot and Lisa was restricted to observing the robot and telling the observer what the robot ought to be doing or why he had done what he had done. There is a division of labour here in the sense that the robot is taking on part of the work of fixing the swings area by performing the tasks in VR; Lisa, in her view, is aiding in this process by predicting what ought to be done. Hence, when the red bird finishes explaining the rule for the swings area, Lisa immediately “directs” the robot to “do one fourth because it’s the bigger”. The robot has finished placing all four blocks in the row and the swings are completed successfully. Lisa had made the same mistake as Jenny in picking one fourth of twelve as the fraction that gives more blocks and admitted that she had chosen it because of the number four in the denominator being a bigger number than three.

Later in the interview, the researcher asked Lisa to try to explain again how many blocks come out of one third of twelve and how many blocks come out of one fourth. This time she correctly responded that one third of twelve is four and one fourth of twelve is three and then recalled her mistake by realising that “oh yeah so one third is bigger”. When asked why she thought that one fourth is bigger she laughed saying that “well, because four is bigger”. Lisa’s initial rule set is incorrect as she is not able to respond correctly neither to the fractions calculation nor to the ordering of fractions. The visualisation of the area and her up-to-now experience of system feedback helped her to predict what the feedback messages from the system would be and thus decide where the robot would be placing the four blocks, i.e. on the only four tiles that were available. The robot’s actions confirmed her choice and predictions and the playground was completed successfully with Lisa’s initial conceptions remaining as they were before she entered the experience (as confirmed by her incorrect response to Question A5a on both the pre- and the post-test). However, when followed up by the observer, Lisa was able to explain the problem correctly and show that she understood why she had been mistaken. Lisa’s contradiction with her rules is not resolved during the VR experience but only after she has finished with it, through prompting by the observer. So there is no contradiction between Lisa and the tool (in fact, in the PVR cases, there is no interaction between Subject and Tool at all) nor between Lisa and Division of Labour (the robot). This is a case where it is the observer’s intervention that caused a revision in the participant’s rules. The participant shows that she is not capable of resolving her misconceptions unaided. The observer, in this case, steps out of her role and by questioning Lisa, essentially supports her unintentionally, creating a Zone of Proximal Development [34]. Nevertheless, Lisa’s revised understanding, has no long term effect on how she thinks about fractions since, in the post-test, she reverts to her previous misconceptions.
4.2.1.2 Using the denominator as the answer. More than half of the participants in the study used the denominator of a fraction as the resulting number required by the task. This problem was faced with two of the playground elements, the slide which had to be increased by one fifth of ten, and the monkey bars, which had to be decreased by one sixth of twelve. The pre-test and the post-test both included questions - particularly Questions A2 and A8 - that required such calculations.

Example 1- Annie (IVR)

Annie, a 10 year-old participating in the IVR condition and attempting to correct the monkey bars area, believed that the answer to 1/6 of 12 was 6 but wasn’t sure about it.

O: Do you remember the calculation that you’re supposed to make?
Annie: Uhmm, yeah, one sixth of twelve
O: How much do you think it is?
Annie: I thought it was six.
O: And how many [blocks] are the monkey bars?
Annie: Six.
O: So... if you take six away...
Annie: ... there’ll be nothing
O: What do you think the problem is? [...] 
Annie: I’m just gonna try taking blocks away. [She starts removing blocks and clicking after every action until they turn into monkey bars.]
O: So what was the correct answer then?
Annie: Two.
O: Does that make sense to you?
Annie: Only cause of the two six. Two times six is twelve.

Annie has an initial conflict with her own rules R1 and with what she sees in the VE. Following consecutive trials for which she relied on system feedback, she was able to reach the answer, complete the task and then to actually explain the answer and resolve her contradiction.

This is an example of the interactive VR system aiding in problem-solving: Annie is able to solve the problem but does not show to have a theoretical understanding of the solution -there is no discourse in her process of trying to solve the problem that shows intentionality of her actions. Nevertheless, she is able to give a conceptual explanation in the end, which persisted to the post-test, since the result of her Question A2 was now correct. This is evidence of learning through problem-solving that was supported by the interactive VE.

Example 2 – David (IVR)

Like Annie, David participated in the IVR condition giving the same incorrect response to the monkey bars problem. Even though the problem is the same, the examples differ with respect to the resolution of the contradiction. David is a very talkative and animated boy who admits to playing computer games several hours per day, every day. He is a very competent player, confirmed by the computer log file which shows that he completed the activity in 23 minutes, even though he “didn’t know his fractions” (he scored only 4 correct questions out of 11 on the pre-test).

David’s is another example of solving the problem by trial and error supported by the interactive VE. His incorrect yet firm belief that 1/6 of twelve is found by subtracting 6 from 12 is not altered even when the observer essentially “warns” him that if he leaves no blocks he will not have monkey bars in the playground and thus risks not achieving his goal to complete a correct playground. He chooses to ignore the dominant rules of the community and goes on with executing his initial idea of taking away all the blocks. In this process, however, he tries things out until he discovers the solution, i.e., he keeps on clicking until he is able to leave the correct number of blocks on the ground and complete the task.

His actions are performed with great skill and confidence in navigating to and from the pool and picking/placing blocks, a result of his experience in playing computer games, as he himself reported (“not because of fractions but because of computer games”). His confidence in using the tool suggests that he reverts to that method of solving a problem which he knows that he is good at rather than the conceptual process of trying to work out the fractions, which he admits that he is not good at. The tool (the interactive VE) was able to support his problem-solving activity but not his conceptualisation. Thus, he was able to get through the VR task and achieve his objective but there is no evidence of revision of his misconceptions. This is also reflected in his post-test scores, which remain low on Question A2 and on similar questions, indicating that his activity in the VE made no difference to his conceptual understanding of fractions.

Example 3 – Chloe (PVR)

Chloe, like David, was confident that increasing the slide area by one fifth of ten would mean adding five
blocks. But when the robot completed the slide area correctly by placing only two blocks, a contradiction occurred between Spike’s action and Chloe’s model, or, more precisely, between Chloe’s beliefs and the rules of the community of which the robot is part. The robot’s actions took her by surprise, as up to that point she was certain about her rules. In AT terminology, the contradiction between her rules and the robot’s rules is a breakdown between Chloe and the Division of Labour (represented by the robot) and is illustrated in part (a) of Fig. 4. When thinking about what the robot did, Chloe reassessed her model and came up with a new one (in which the original number of blocks is divided by the denominator) that could later be generalised (Fig. 4). In fact, in the next task, which was to compare the two fractions (one third and one fourth) for increasing the area of the swings, she used her newly constructed model to come up with a correct response immediately. The form of her explanation of how the correct answer was derived indicated transfer of acquired knowledge to a new situation. Indeed, Chloe’s activity system in this case presents a contradiction only in what Kuutti [17] calls the execution phase, which is quickly resolved when observing the robot’s activity. Her reaching the object of the activity and eventually the outcome is evidence of conceptual change that is a result of her acquisition of the rules of the community through a division of labour. Furthermore, Chloe’s performance in the post-test supports this evidence, as her post-test scores were improved over the pre-test scores on both problems of ordering fractions and dividing the correct numbers (i.e. without using the denominator as the response). The shifts in conscious attention from operations to actions allow for the reinterpretation of a situation in which objects become what Winograd et al. [35] refer to as “ready-at-hand”.

4.2.2 Discussion of qualitative analysis results

The use of the analytical framework of Activity Theory provided the lens through which the critical incidents and internal contradictions - conflicts that required further attention were identified as possible indications of conceptual change. The importance of contradictions to Activity Theory is that they serve as “functions of a growing and expanding activity system”, in other words, as indications of both discordance and, more positively, potential opportunities for intervention and improvement [2].

Indeed, what is evident from the examples presented here is that the representational cues of the VE, coupled with the interactive VR system’s feedback mechanism, supported a certain type of activity and response which aided in problem-solving. The representational cues acted as visual forms of feedback for many participants, for example, judging if the area is a proper shape or guessing the number of blocks based on the available tiles and the surrounding space. Both cues and feedback created contradictions and then opportunities to predict contradictions. In this sense, the interactive VR environment was successful in supporting problem solving through a trial-and-error evolution strategy; consequently all participants in the IVR study were able to complete all the tasks.

The examples indicate that interactivity is well suited in facilitating the operations level, i.e. aiding the participant planning and problem solving. The question posed by this research, however, is whether the interactive properties of a VE, e.g. system feedback, can enable the transformation from conscious actions into operations, where planning and problem solving will have faded from the consciousness to give way to conceptual understanding.

As evidenced through the final example, the passive or guided VR condition provided the ability to reflect on the actions within the VE and try to make sense of the robot’s activity. The robot acted as an additional level of mediation which, however, seemed in some cases to support the children’s reflective thought, the ability to step back and consider a situation critically and analytically, with growing awareness of their own learning process. This finding agrees with the Vygotskian view that learning environments should involve guided interaction, permitting children to reflect on inconsistency and to change their conceptions [34]. Similarly, Smith et al. [33] argue that the shift from particular conceptions to more complex conceptual knowledge is a process relying on gradually linking ideas to other ideas in new ways. Davis [9] adds that giving students ample opportunities to reflect and identify where those links can be made (in the context of supportive learning environments) appears important in encouraging integrated conceptual understanding.

Vygotsky [34] also talked about the social context of learning through interaction with peers. Children often play or study in pairs or groups, helping each other in the process. The IVR and LEGO experiences were individual experiences in which the child was alone interacting only with the system and, unavoidably, with the observer of the study. In the case of the PVR, the robot assumed a similar role of an implicit probing entity embedded in the environment, albeit one with no conversational capabilities. Although no verbal exchange was or could be established between the child and the robot, the relationship between them (established through the child’s careful observation of the robot’s actions) took on a form of cooperation with a teacher or more able peer. In this case, the robot effectively acted as a mediator between the designer of the system and the learner, a kind of avatar, guiding and supporting the novice as he or she observed complex tasks, by emulating processes and behaviours typical of an expert. Hence, the robot is considered the “face” of the designer, acting as a more able peer through the suggestions and constraints that have been programmed into the system and which shape learner action. This support for reflection afforded by the passive VR condition was an unexpected outcome. The importance of reflection as a mechanism for conceptual learning is widely recognised by a number of scholars [8]. In the PVR case, the participant was required, both implicitly (by the robot through a division of labour) and explicitly (asked by the observer), to step back and try to make meaning out of the robot’s actions. The instances that challenged participants’ prior misconceptions to emerge were triggered by the contradictions or breakdowns between their beliefs and the beliefs of the community. In essence, this community, a social structure represented by...
the robot and the observer, showed to influence the participant’s “active, persistent, and careful consideration of any belief or supposed form of knowledge in the light of the grounds that support it” [11]. The examples collected of participants in the PVR condition provide evidence of this, whilst there were no comparable examples of conceptual change in the IVR condition. On the basis of this evidence, the PVR condition may support conceptual change which differs in that it is sustained (as in the example of Chloe).

5 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

Given the gaps identified in earlier research on this topic, we have sought to provide a theoretically adequate and empirically grounded study of the role of interactivity in virtual environments for learning. We suggested a foundation for evaluating students’ processes of learning within VEs by applying a descriptive method of interpretation that has not been used to our knowledge, in immersive VEs. In the process, fundamental methodological questions that go beyond this particular work were raised - not just the problem of working with children, but generally the problem of isolating subtle effects within an experimental framework. In the end, the combination of quantitative and qualitative methodology has proven indispensable and consequently opens up interesting directions for the study of deeper questions such as those concerning conceptual learning.

The results of the quantitative analysis could be interpreted as showing that the use of VR was beneficial. The qualitative analysis results indicate that activity based on the cues or feedback provided by the VE led participants to complete the tasks successfully in the IVR condition compared to the non-VR condition. Interactivity aided in promoting skill and problem solving and provided opportunities for contradictions to emerge. However, interactivity did not necessarily lead to resolution of these contradictions nor did it ensure that, if resolution was made, this was at the conceptual level. The qualitative analysis also revealed that a ‘passive’ VR form of experience (without interactivity, yet immersive), where the tasks were performed by a virtual robot observed throughout by the participant, afforded the potential to support resolution of contradictions in a way that encouraged reflection of the underlying learning problems. This guided form of interaction, rather than the fully interactive one, provided instructions that learning takes place when shifting between experience–physical acts and reflection–mental acts.

From these findings, directions can be provided for future research work and guidelines on the design and development of user interfaces and interaction methodologies that cater to learners and support meaningful learning experiences. For example, detailed design paradigms for an educational VR environment could incorporate pedagogical guidelines that synthesise both a constructivist and a guided instructional approach. A practical design recommendation could involve harnessing the motivational power of interactivity to engage the participant in action, which would then be coupled with support for reflection.

This dual prompting (prompts for action and for reflection) could be embedded in the same VE in a variety of forms, ranging from audio and visual feedback to the use of intelligent agents and storytelling mechanisms for vicarious action. This use of “layers of prompts” could be leveraged by other projects and could have an effect on future application design in which different levels are designed, similarly to the discursive, adaptive, interactive and reflective conversational framework proposed by [18].

Another, important, direction for further work being considered is to carry out longitudinal studies that examine the effect of interactivity in VR over the long term and with regards to other parameters that come into play, such as presence and body movement [32]. Learning is conceived to be a gradual process that cannot be studied in a brief experience, no matter how powerful that experience may be. Researchers studying the effect of informal interactive exhibits on learning [25] confirm that “even a highly attractive and stimulating show lasting 20 minutes won’t lead to fundamental changes in a student’s learning experience”. Learning has to be embedded in a broader context and the interactive experience itself should be embedded in a much more extended learning process, where already acquired knowledge can be applied to new problems, exercised in new contexts, expanded or corrected, and students become motivated to seek further information. Additionally, despite an overall sample size of 50, the sample size per condition could be considered small. We plan to address this by conducting further studies with a larger sample using the VP on consumer VR headsets.

The key research question of this study has been whether interactivity, as an essential property of a VE, has an effect on conceptual learning. Studying the assumed relationship between interactivity and learning in VEs is not straightforward since a host of factors affecting learning come into play, including the learner’s context and style. The analysis of the empirical studies suggests that interactivity promotes skill and problem solving and most importantly with regards to the research question—that it can provide opportunities for contradictions to emerge.

On the other hand, a guided form of experience, as in the case of the VE where tasks were performed by a robot, showed the potential to support resolution of contradictions in a way that may encourage a reflective process. Here, an important parameter in the activity system is the social structure that forms a critical element for guidance and prompting. In the VP, this social structure was embodied in the robot that led the activity, thus encompassing an implicit instructional role. Additionally, the observer, also part of this social structure, had a positive role on some children’s learning, even if unintentionally. What this suggests is that the social structure may be more important than interactivity, on its own, in supporting the process from problem solving to the making of meaning. Yet, in combination, interactivity and guided activity may be a powerful scaffolding tool to support reflection and sustained conceptual understanding.

With VR’s recent resurgence in prominence and imminent mass consumption, the understanding of how humans interact in immersive VEs regains relevance, and can
aid the broader community and practitioners in designing and engineering interactivity for training in formal or informal educational systems and contexts.
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